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IRMA WASSALL 
LEADS DYNAMIC 
WICHITA SOCIETY 

In keeping with the versatile and 
dynamic leadership of Irma Wassall, 
the Wichita Society of the Classic 
Guitar continues a vigorous round of 
activities on behalf of the guitar 
and music in general. 

From the reports we continue to 
receive from that quarter, thanks 
to the collaboration between the U. 
S. post office department and Mrs. 
Wassall, it is clear the society and 
its members are considerably en
hancing Wichita's guitar scene, and, 
in the broader sense, its musical 
life. 

Member Warren Zittel, for in
stance, can be found playing the 
string bass with the Wichita Senior 
Youth Symphony Orchestra, and fre
quently doubles on that instrument 
and the guitar before the society, 
not to mention doing some arrang
ing on the side . Warren has studied 
guitar with Albert Valdes-Blain. 

Member Rex Hughes, we learn, 
plays the clarinet, bassoon, and flute 
with the Community Orchestra, 
sponsored by the Friends University. 
And, if memory serves right, Mr. 
Hughes is also adept on the re
corder, not to mention the guitar, 
of course. 

A tambourine and recorder fig
ured in the appearance of Millie 
Zittel (mother of Warren) before 
the Wichita Musical Club, while Betty 
Van Winkle chose the tambourine, 
voice, and guitar, and Mrs. Wassall 
did the same sans tambourine. 

The dance and the spoken word 
have also found their place in the 
guitar society with Mrs. Wassall do
ing the honors, as during the group's 
February program dedicated to the 

GUITAR SOCIETY 
ORGANIZED IN 
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ. 

On Nov. 1, 1964, the Scottsdale 
Classic Guitar Society was formed 
in Scottsdale, Ariz. It's purpose: to 
cultivate the art of teaching and per
forming, and to promote interest in 
the classic guitar. Those present 
were Tom and Judy Olvey, Bob 
Eaton, Bill Knupp, Phill Zender, 
Jerry and George Bauman, and 
Barbara and Jim Forrest. 

Present activities of the society 
are teaching at the Y.M.C.A. and 
the Scottsdale Boy's Club. Regular 
meetings are devoted to discussion, 
duet playing, and solo programs by 
members. One guest artist is pre
sented every month. 

Guest artist for the month of Feb
ruary was Prof. Herb Shellans of 
Phoenix College, who presented a 
program of folk songs collected from 
the mountains of North Carolina and 
Virgina. John Wetter was the guest 
artist in March. He performed works 
by Sor, Villa-Lobos, Torroba, and 
Sagreras. 

Meetings are held at 9 p.m. every 
Wednesday at the Scottsdale Boy's 
Club, 7502 E. Osborn rd., Scottsdale, 
Ariz. Correspondence to the society 
should be addressed to Tom and 
Judy Olvey, 6619 E. Culver st., 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 

Parade of American Music of the 
National Federation of Music Clubs. 
The society was cited in 1964 for its 
outstanding program on behalf of 
the celebration. 

Last Christmas morning found 
The Fireside Mothersingers (Bobbie 
Bastian, Harriet Griffith, Donna 
Tevis, and Elizabeth Mayer) appear-

Narciso Yepes, shown here with the 1 O 
string guitar he developed and used in his 
American debut last year, will appear with 
the ChicagoSymphonyOrchestra in October. 

See page 2 for details. 

ing on a Hutchinson television sta
tion with a program of songs with 
guitar accompaniment. On the same 
station New Year's morning, Bob 
Roberts performed works by Dow
land, Ponce, and Milan. Mr. Roberts 
has studied with Segovia and Alirio 
Diaz at Siena. 

Other performing members of the 
society include Myron Webb, Don 
Guides, Eric Patterson, and Pete 
Isaacson. 

Meanwhile, Mrs. Wassall has kept 
us posted on concert guitarists ap
pearing in the greater Wichita area. 
Last November John Williams ap
peared at Tabor College, Hillsboro, 
and at Bethany College, Lindsborg. 
In January, Alirio Diaz came to the 
University of Missouri at Kansas 
City, and in March, Julian Bream 
performed at Marymount College, 
Salina. 
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PERSPECTIVES 

1rv1ng wilkins 

John F. Byrne , personal repre
sentative for Narciso Yepes, writes 
from Spain that Mr. Yepes will ap
pear with the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra Oct. 21, 22, and 23, per
forming the "avant-garde" Concerto 
for Guitar and Orchestra by Mauricio 
Ohana, a Vivaldi Concerto, and the 
Concierto de Aranjuez. 

He reports Mr. Yepes' recording of 
a composition by Salvador Bacarisse, 
and Moreno Torroba 's piece, 
Homenaje a la Seguidilla , should 
be available on th e London label in 
the United StatPs s0on. 

About the nc"w 10 , tring guitar 
developed by Yepes and executed 
by Spanish luthier Jose Ramirez, 
he says , "It compensates for the 
lack of equality of resonance hither
to experienced in the guitar.Narciso 
had observed for years that certain 
notes produced a lingering res
onance while others did not, lead
ing to an inbalance. Thus, the four 
extra strings act somewhat like the 
bow of a violin or the pedals of a 
piano." 

Mr. Yepes premiered the guitar 
last year in Berlin and Brussels , 
and used it exclusively in his Ameri
can appearances last fall. According 
to a release by Columbia Artists 
Man a gement (his U.S. representa
tive) , " The new instrument has made 
possible the attainment of an equal 
degree of sonority by each note thru 
out the entire range of the standard 
strings. 
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"The striking of any note on any 
of the six normal strings produces 
vibration in the four additional 
strings thru natural harmonics. In 
this manner, the sonarity of the in
strument acquires maximum uni
formity, volume, and quality of 
tone." 

It is further reported that the new 
guitar makes it possible to play all 
the Renaissance and baroque music 
originally written for the lute, ex
actly as composed and without the 
necessity of transcriptions. 

We are also reminded of the new 
guitar with a mobile bridge that 
makes it possible to play true oc
taves, invented by Manuel Rodriguez, 
luthier from Spain, and now of Los 

Angeles. Harry N. Wyatt , member 
of the Chicago Guitar Society , has 
purchased one of the instruments. 

As background for und erstanding 
the Rodriguez and Yepes guitars, 
readers may wish to re v iew the two 
part series by Martin Studier enti
tled "Science in Music" in the May 
and June, 1963 iss ues of Chicago 
Guitar. Mr. St udi e'r, a nuclear 
chemist at Argonne Na t ion al Lab
oratory, discu sses sound , loudness, 
pitch, and harmo n ics in scientific 
but understandabl e t erm s. If you are 
without these iss u es, back copies of 
Chicago Guitar a r e ava ilable for 
25 cents each . 

(Continued on page 5) 

THE CHICAGO GUITAR SOCIETY AT THE ENCORE THEATRE 
SUNDAY, MAY 16, 1965 3:15 O'CLOCK 

PROGRAM 

I 

Three Pavans in D .. ...... .............. ........ .. .................... ...... ....... Luis Milan 

Sarabande ) 
Double ) ........................................ ..... .. .... . ... .... ...... .... ... J . S. Bach 
Two Gavottes ) 
Capriccio ........... ...................... ... ................................... ...... .... L. S. Weis s 

FIVE MINUTE INTERMISSION 

II 

Sonata No. 3 ...... .... .... ................... ........................... . ........... . M. M. Ponce 
1. Allegro Moderato 

2. Chanson Andante 
3. Allegro non Troppo 

TEN MINUTE INTERMISSION 

III 

Cavatina .. ......................... ... ....................... .... ................ ... ... A. Tansman 
1. Preludio 

2. Sarabande 
3. Scherzino 

4. Barcarole 

Irving Wilkins, 23, has studied the classic guitar with 
Richard Pick for five years, and is a student at the Ameri
can Conservatory of Music. He appeared with the Du 
Page Symphony last year, and has made other appear
ances under the auspices of the Chicago Guitar Society. 



Richard Pick 

REVIEW 

CELEDONIO ROMERO Plays 
Guitar Music from the Courts of 
Spain. Mercury Records. MG 50296. 

"Distance lends enchantment" is 
an old adage which I suppose could 
be applied to distance in the matter 
of time. The music recorded spans 
more than two centuries of musical 
history from about the beginning of 
the Sixteenth Century ( 1500) to the 
first half of the Eighteenth Century 
( 1750). 

Compositions of eight composers 
are represented whose styles of writ
ing can be classified generally as 
polyphonic. Pieces of Milan , N ar
vaez, Galilei and Dowland represent 
the Sixteenth Century . The Seven
teenth Century by Gaspar Sanz and 
Visee, while Rameau and Bach mark 
the transitional period into the 
Eighteenth Century . 

This period of two centuries is also 
generally considered the "era of the 
lute." The pieces selected by Mr. 
Romero are in fact lute music with 
the exception of a Visee Suite in D 
minor which originally appeared in a 
set of pieces for guitar. 

The Robert de Visee ( 1650-1725) 
Suite is the opening selection for Side 
One. The suite consists of four short 
movements which were edited and 
arranged by Emilio Pujol and consist 
of a Prelude, Two Minuets and a 
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Gavotte as a firRle. Mr . Romero 
plays this suite with great clarity, 
accuracy and a fine detachment in 
feeling. He plays with a crisp touch 
which adds nicely to the total contra
puntal effect. There is a tasteful de
lineation of voices throughout the 
suite . 

There follows a short set of varia
tions on an old theme "Guardame 
las Vacas" which the artist plays 
with zest and apparent enjoyment . 
Scale-like passages are especially ef
fective and display Mr. Romero's 
technical prowess. 

The Suite of Six Dances which 
concludes Side One seem somehow of 
more interest as a curious museum 
piece than as an example of the 
more effective music of this period. 
The pieces for the most part tend 
to be somewhat monotonous in spite 
of the artist's efforts to make them 
interesting and palatable. Perhaps 
these pieces claim as much attention 
as they do having been composed by 
Vincenzo Galilei who was the father 
of the famous astronomer Galileo. 
They are, however, well conceived 
by the guitarist . 

Luis Milan's remarkably expres
sive and famous Pavanas are the 
opening set of Side Two. These rep
resent the least accurate playing of 
the entire recording, at least there 
were a few suspicious notes in some 
passages. The rendition also seemed 
somewhat stilted giving a vague im
pression that Mr. Romero was not 
being completely sold on the music. 

The set of four short Bach pieces 
come off considerably better and are 
perhaps more revealing of Mr. Ro
mero's taste for a rather tart , crisp 
tone on his instrument . The total ef
fect is sonically very interesting . 

John Dowland's Galliard for the 
King of Denmark is a most sparse 
piece of music which leaps about 
without going anywhere in partic
ular. Although Dowland was reputed 
to be a superb instrumentalist, his 
great reputation rests with his many 
beautiful songs. Mr. Romero, how
ever, handles the leaping about with 
great gusto. 

The record then draws to a finale 
with a very graceful Gavotte and 
Rondeau and concludes with a piece 
by Gaspar Sanz. 

The total effect of the record is 
of having been on a personally con 
ducted tour in a kind of museum of 
music . It is a beautifully engineered 
recording in every detail, the soun d 
is by far one of the best I have 
personally encountered in guitar 
records . 

The guitarist, Mr. Romero, has 
conducted the tour with dignity and 
presented his exhibits with con
siderable taste . It is not an easy 
task to set forth a program of in
terest with music th at has a great 
similarity of styles but he has suc 
ceeded without question. 

Incidentally, the record jacket is 
one of the most exquisite and beauti
fully conceived pieces of photograph
ic art one is likely to see anywhere. 
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Patrick Ferreri 

REVIEW 
(This is the third in a series of 

articles analyzing the guitar pieces 
of the pianist-composer Joaquin 
Turina. Fandanguillo, Rafaga, and 
Sonata have been discussed in pre
vious issues. Ed.) 

Hommage a Tarrega ( copyrighted 
1935 by B. Schott's Shone, Mainz). 
The Hommage consists of two pieces, 
Garrotin and Soleares. And as is 
his custom, Turina draws upon the 
resources of Spain, his native coun
try. Leaning even more heavily to
ward the Andalusian flavor than 
he did in the Sonata, he comes 
closer in style to the Fandanguillo, 
altho the two works are different 
rhythmically. Also, the Hommage 
does not aesthetically measure up 
to the standards of the Fandanguillo. 

Garrotin, the first of the two 
pieces, follows no strict formal struc
tural pattern, but is rather a chain of 
phrases and extensions based on a 
unifying rhythmic pattern. As usual, 
the intended re semb lance to 
"F lamenco Puro" is paramount, but 
so also is Turina's unique method of 
blending with it a seemingly bor
rowed elegance of a special type, 
no doubt the influence of his studies 
in Paris. 

As with the Fandanguillo, Rafaga, 
and the Sonata, the work is dedi
cated to Segovia, making it difficult 
to discern what should be attributed 
to the hand of Segovia, in relation 
to transcription, and what is attrib
utable to the composer. 

A great part of the second piece, 
Soleares, is very much like what most 
flamenco guitarists would render in a 
Soleares. In that respect it rather 

falls short of the expectation of some
thing more significant and something 
that is truly Turina. 

Turina makes a lesser attempt at 
affecting his style upon this Soleares. 
One could construe this as deliberate 
in order to let the true spirit of its 
Andalusian authenticity come to the 
surface. But, even the flamenco 
guitarists offer more distinctive and 
personal variation on those same 
basic motifs than does Turina here. 

There do ensue some portions, 
after the first 18 measures, where 
Turina enters into areas of harmony 
and key change which are not at 
all typical of the customary flamenco 
solo. But, these portions are neither 
long enough or of substantial char
acter to elevate the piece adequately 
in scope and stature. 

Ensueno ( copyrighted 1962 by 
Union Musical Espanola-Editores
Madrid. Piano copyright 1930). This 
is a transcription made by Venancio 
Garcia Velasco of the second piece 
in a collection for piano entitled, 
"Danzas Fantasticas." 

One striking characteristic is that 
it employs, in alternating segments, 
the time signatures of 5/ 8 and 6/ 8, 
the first 5 / 8 being an irregular meter, 
and one most often found in more 
modern music. Myself, always at
tracted to the new, the modern, but 
not necessarily bizarre, I was de
lighted with the piece at first glance. 
And I approached it with some 
excitement and expectation that it 
would be a modern and substantial 
work for the guitar, but study of 
the piece did not bear this out. 

Comparing the guitar transcrip
tion with the original piano score 
offers some pertinent discoveries 
concerning the piece, and the guitar 
itself. In the piano version, due to 
the larger octave range and tex
tural potential of the instrument , 
free rein is given the melody and 
accompaniment to either leap or 
work its way from one octave to 
another. On the guitar with its much 
shorter range, the melody is con
fined to one or two registers. Ac
commodations and adjustments had 
to be made, for instance, to skip 
down on the scale when the melody 
over-reaches the bounds of the 
guitar. Or, there are many instances 
where the same octave is retained, 
by compulsion, for an echo-like rep
etition of one measure , when in the 

piano version a new register is util
ized. The loss of dramatic effect in 
these repetitions, performed on the 
guitar, is apparent. However, it need 
not be so, as I will illustrate. 

If the piece were arranged for or
chestra, a contrasting instrumental 
timbre could be chosen for these 
repetitions. The dramatic effect 
would be great, regardless of wheth
er a change of register takes place. 
On the piano the change of register 
is necessary because one is unable 
to make a distinct change of timbre 
on it. The guitar, like the orches
tra, is capable of quite a few con
trasting timbres, and judicial use of 
them in situations such as this could 
enrich and enhance the musical ef
fect in a way that is not possible 
on other single instruments . The 
guitarist can accomplish much in this 
or any other guitar piece by learn
ing to think orchestrally. 

This piece is rather interesting 
viewed in the light of its own po
tential as a work for the guitar, aside 
from its comparison with the piano 
version (if that is completely possi
ble or practical). However, in the 
last analysis, we must admit that 
this is definitely keyboard music and 
the guitar transcription has been 
unable to overcome that fact. There 
are, for example, instances in the 
piano version where integral disso
nances, paddings, duplications, and 
resulting sonorities simply cannot be 
transcribed for the guitar. 

The influence of Turina's studies 
at the Schola Cantorum in Paris un
der Vincent d'Indy is keenly felt 
in this and other of his piano works. 
No doubt Turina was able to com
pose more freely for the piano, his 
regular instrument, than for the 
guitar. The restrictions and limita
tions which the guitar affords, 
especially to the keyboard-orien
tated mind, seemingly channeled his 
creative efforts to the more tradi
tionally Spanish, Andalusian, and 
proven paths where the guitar is 
concerned. His keyboard music 
shows infinitely more license and 
tendency towards impressionism, 
tho still predominatly Spanish. 

(The fourth and final article in 
this series will appear in the May 
issue. Ed.) 
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PERSPECTIVES 
(Continued from pag e 2) 

We were delighted to hear from 
classic guitar performer and teacher 
George S. Bauman of Scottsdale, 
Ariz ., with an order for three sub
scriptions to Chicago Guitar, and a 
release on the formation of the 
Scottsdale Classic Guitar Society. 
We had written earlier to Mr. 
Bauman at the suggestion of Rev. 
Archie B. Madison of the Guitar 
Society of Colorado, who wintered 
in Phoenix. 

We have a letter from Murray E. 
Stewart, secretary-treasurer of the 
Halifax Classical Guitar Society, 
that is of interest. He writes, "As 
a new and still struggling guitar so
ciety, we are looking to older es
tablished societies for help and ad
vice. This could take the form of 
monthly bulletins, copies of consti
tutions, correspondence, etc. We are 
a small group, about 15, but are 
s incerely dedicated to the playing 
and enjoyment of the classical guitar. 
Any assistance which you may offer 
us would be greatly appreciated." 
Mr. Stewart's address is 3614 St. 
Paul St., Apt. 45, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, Canada. 

Seeking a similar helping-hand is 
The Frets Association, a group of 
fretted instrument enthusiasts in 
Minneapolis. Write Don Kocina, pres
ident , 6737 Pleasant Av., South, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55423. 

Mrs. Regina Martinez, Chicago 
Guitar Society president, and her 
husband, Ernest, are on a t ree week 
vacation in Mexico. The y expect to 
return with a report for Chicago 
Guitar on the activities of the vari
ous Mexican guitar societies. 

We spotted several former 
Chicago Guitar Society regulars at 
the Presti & Lagoya recital here, in
cluding Ernest Martin, former presi
dent, whose bent for travel has kept 
him away from the Chicago guitar 
scene . Incidentally , Mr. Meda, that 
discriminating gentleman from outer 
space, will report on the Presti & 
Lagoya recital in our May issue. 
He was there. Did you notice that 
chap with the impeccabl e attire and 
retractable fingernails? That was 
him . 

Allied Arts is scheduled to bring 
The Romeros to Chicago next sea
son, and Segovia, of course, but no 
dates set as of this writing. 

(Synopsis: Awhile ago Mr. Pick 
and Mr. Meda bandied about the 
idea of going to the ski slopes for 
a guitar lesson. Well, the great day 
came and went. As the scene opens , 
Mr. Pick slips his tenses and recalls 
the whole thing. Ed.) 

**** 
I'm staying in today because of 

a rather severe case of windburn 
and that as anybody knows, is about 
as bad as sunburn. 

How did I get windburn? Well, 
I'll try to tell you about it but you'll 
have to forgive me if I occasionally 
get my tenses mixed up. I'm still 
a bit shaken up about the way it 
happened and all becuase I didn 't 
pay enough attention to small 
details. 

The day started out pleasantly 
enough. · I was savoring that nice 
feeling one gets from doing an every
day routine in an unusual way. Here 
I am, driving down the expressway 
with skis and pole s neatly racked on 
the roof of the car. Now this was 
not so unusual except that I was 
driving into town instead of away 
from it. Add to thi s that I was in ski 
clothes and you've got the picture. 

As you might have guessed, I 
had taken Meda up on that ski jun
ket , and he had in sisted on pick 
ing me up on th e lak e front -- some
thing about being easier to hover 
his spacer over th e lake without 
the risk of running into power lines. 

When I reach town I drive up to 
my usual spot on the second level 
of the car park. After parking in the 
same place for so long , I was on 
pretty friendl y terms with the at
tendant. Adam always managed to 
find a stall no ma tter how crowded 
the place got. Today he did a fast 
double-take when I pulled up . 

"Where do you think you're going 
with that stuff?" 

"Going skiing. " I said happily. 
" I'm getting picked up in town." 

Adam muttered something that 
sounded like 'he bet I would' but I 
wasn't too sure about that. Anyhow, 
I got my gear together and started 
down the ramp. I was much too full 
of anticipation to get concerned 
about the looks I got from all those 
people I passed on the street. 

Meda met me just as I got over 
the bridge and then led the way to 
a spot he'd selected for boarding the 
spacer . I began to wonder how this 
wouid come off in broad daylight, 
but Meda, as usual, had everything 
all figuredout. Wesimplywalkedinto 
the light deflecting field of the ship 
and literally disappeared from sight. 
Simple as that! 

Otherwise, everything happened 
just about the same way as the first 
time I had boarded the saucer ex
cept that Meda took off a lot slower 
to keep me from blacking out. We 
must have picked up some tremen
dous speed but gradually because it 
wasn ' t long before I saw mountains 
in the screen. 

I had some idea of ending up in 
some fancy lodge at one of the more 
remote ski resorts, but Meda just 
keeps flying over one place after 
another. When I casually mention 
this to Meda, he says the space 
ship is a good enough lodge and 
we won 't need to bother with tow fees 
and tickets where we were going. 

When Meda finally brings the 
spacer down, it's in some remote in
assessible area on top of a moun 
tain. This was when I started getting 
a suspicion that I was in som ething 
way over my head. 

But then I forgot all about that 
when Meda extended the ramp and 
opened the hatch. There was directly 
in view a vast expanse of pure white 
space and beyond, peak after snow
capped peak, as far as I could see . 
I began to understand what poets 
meant by "bated breath" and ex
perienced literally this breathtaking 
view. 

(Cont inu ed on page 6) 
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MR. MEDA 
(Continued from page 5) 

All the while I'm standing there, 
Meda has been busy getting out the 
skiis and poles. I notice he's got a 
kind of gadget bag strapped to his 
back as he bent over to get into 
his ski bindings. 

"Well," he says, "did you come to 
look at the scenery or to ski?" And 
off he goes down the slope in a cloud 
of snow. 

Without thinking more about any
thing, I get on my skiis, grab my 
poles and shove off in Meda's tracks. 
This turns out to be no easy matter 
because I begin to see this character 
is some kind of nut on skiis. By the 
time Meda comes to a stop, we've 
traveled at least a mile, and then it 
occurs to me there's no way back to 
the ship. No lifts, tows, or chairs to 
get us back up that mountain. 

When I make my observation 
known to Meda, he just smiles in
dulgently and says we have no need 
for such primitive aids as chairlifts, 
etc., and proceeds to produce what 
looks like a couple of small hair 
dryers from his gadget bag. He clips 
these two objects on the back end 
of my skiis all the while explaining 
that these are miniature jet motors 
which are activated by small remote 
controls attached to the ski poles . 

Meda takes one of my poles and 
attaches this small control on the 
handle. All the while I 'm growing 
very imaginative about the possibili
ties of this boon to skiers. This was 
almost as exciting as discovering 
the guitar that could produce as 
much volume as a concert grand. 
Anyhow, in my enthusiasm, I in
advertently struck the control on my 
pole with a triumphant hammer
stroke and with a blinding flurry of 
snow, skied up the hill faster than I 
came down. I heard Meda let out a 
yell, but with the wind whistling in 
my ears, I couldn't make it out. 

When I got to the top where the 
spacer was parked, I realized sud
denly to my utter consternation that 
I can't stop the jets. Over the peak 
I go and down the other side, fran
tically punching at the control with 
my thumb with no effect at all ex
cept to go faster. 
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All the while Meda was valiantly 
trying to catch up to me but I had a 
head start. I lost him over another 
peak and I began wondering if it 
was possible that these fool jets 
would ever run out of fuel. But just 
about the time I started up my third 
or fourth peak I see the spacer land 
some distance away. I can barely 
make out Meda jumping out of the 
ship and getting on his skiis. In his 
hand he had something that looked 
vaguely like a bull horn and then 
proceeded to ski toward me with 
furious speed. 

As Meda came closer he's shout
ing something into this horn and just 
as we swirled past each other, I 
got the message. 

"LET GO OF THE SKI POLE" 
came the wailing in the wind. 

I figured I had nothing to lose so 
I toss the offending pole aside and 
as soon as I'm out of its lethal range 
I stop as abruptly as I started. Well, 
not really, --- the momentum carried 
me head over heels into a snowbank 
and I came to rest with my skiis 
waving feebly in the air. 

The next thing I see is Mr. Meda 
peering anxiously down at me. "Are 
you all right, my friend?" he asks 
doing a bad job of keeping a straight 
face . 

"Just dandy," I growled. "And 
may I say, Mr. Meda, with a friend 
like you, --- who needs enemies?" 

By now it's late afternoon, so 
after I get all the snow out from 
behind my neck, we get our gear 
together and climb in the ship. You 
can bet I was in no mood for con
versation, but Meda tries to improve 
my disposition on the trip back. 

"Thank you, sir, for a very in
structive afternoon" he remarks with 
apparent seriousness. "You aptly 
demonstrated a very sound principle 
of not starting anything you can't 
stop ." 

"Thanks," I said glumly. 
"But you see, sir, you could have 

stopped the jets even without the 
stop button had you just fallen. They 
would have stopped automatically." 

"Oh, no!" I groaned, "you mean 
to say it sometimes pays to make a 
mistake?" 

*** (Yes, it does. But it's when you 
make the same mistake twice that 
it ' s cause for worry. Ed.) 

AMERICAN UNIV. 
SEEKS MUSIC 
BUILDING FUNDS 

The American University, one of 
the few colleges in the United States 
offering a degree in the classic guitar, 
is conducting a $560,000 fund drive 
for a new music building. 

The building will be part of the 
proposed three-unit Creative Arts 
Center planned for the university 
campus at Massachusetts and 
Nebraska Avenues, Northwest, 
Washington, D.C. 

The new music building will con
tain choral and record libraries, 
teaching and practice studios, recital 
hall, classrooms, and an electronic 
studio. The music department offers 
studies leading to Bachelor and Mas
ter of Arts degrees. 

The university's academic degree 
program in guitar, one of the first 
established in the United States, was 
begun in 1960 with the appointment 
of Sophocles Papas and Aaron 
Shearer. The program presently is 
taught by Charles L. Byrd and John 
Marlow. Mr. Marlow is thefirstgrad
uate of The American University 
with a guitar performance major. 

Contributions to the drive may be 
addressed to the music building fund 
committee. The American Univer
sity, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

CHICAGO GUITAR is the of
ficial publication of the Chicago 
Guitar Society, 22 E. Van Buren 
st., Chicago 60605, a non-profit 
organization devoted to the clas
sic guitar. Suzanne Avery is 
editor. Regina Martinez is soci.
ety president; Richard Pick, 
board chairman. Society mem
berships at $8 for 12 months cov
er an eight-issue subscription to 
CHICAGO GUITAR and free at
tendance at regular society pro
grams. Memberships are open 
to anyone interested in the clas
sic guitar. Non-members pay a 
$1 donation for attendance at 
each of the society's regular pro
grams, and may subscribe to 
eight issues of CHICAGO GUI
TAR for $2. 


